
 

 

 
 
 
I was confirmed into the Methodist Church in my teens, but it was when I went on a course at Scargill 
House in Yorkshire that I was challenged and my life changed. The leader said that he felt someone in 
the room hadn’t given themselves properly to God. The hairs on the back of my neck began to stand up 
and before I could stop myself, I was standing up and people were praying over me. I felt that I had only 
been playing at being a Christian. There were other challenges that week and when I got home I talked 
with my minister about becoming a Local Preacher. 
 
I trained on the Continuous Assessment Course in the 1990s and was fully accredited as a Local 
Preacher. As I don’t see myself as an academic, the course was right for me. My first experience of 
leading worship and preaching was in the Barking and Dagenham area of London and was to mainly 
white middle class congregations. There was an expectation from the congregation and I had a feeling 
of ‘it’s me and them’. 
 
I then moved to North Yorkshire and apart from the two churches in Knaresborough, the circuit 
comprised mostly small village chapels. They had a history of people having worshipped in that place for 
many years. As I crossed North Yorkshire I have preached in different circuits with mainly rural 
congregations. They may not be big in numbers, but the appetite for worship can be felt. 
 
I wouldn’t say that I enjoy service preparation but I look at it as personal worship time which enables 
me to facilitate the congregation’s worship. I feel that God is there helping me and suggesting which 
books I could look at for help, which hymns to choose and what words to use. 
 
There has to be a consideration for the location of the rural congregations in preparation for services 
and the number in the congregation. How many hymns? What is their expectations from the service? 
 
One significant thing about the difference between large and small congregations is the length of time 
of the service. It was always a worry when a service with all the elements one would expect could take 
the expected hour with a large congregation, but with a small congregation it may be much shorter. 
Someone pointed out to me that smaller congregations don’t take as long in standing up and sitting 
down as larger congregations and certainly the offering would be a lot shorter! That was reassuring and 
a good lesson not to worry so much. If the congregation has worshipped God, been helped to come 
closer to him, and have had their spiritual needs met (hopefully), it is quality not quantity that counts. 
 
I feel more comfortable leading worship and preaching to small congregations, because the buildings 
where the services are held aren’t very big and so there is an intimate feeling. You feel you’re with 
friends and worshipping as a family, although I am there to lead congregations in worship, I am also part 
of them. 
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